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Ken Richardson discusses the department’s latest projects.
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Managing Bunkers for Success, by Tim Butler.
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66 As I See It...
National Chairman Billy McMillan’s monthly column.

FEATURES

18-21 Course Feature: Golfing First for Scotland
Scott MacCallum visits the latest club to be crowned BIGGA Golf Environment Champions, Brighouse Bay.

23-34 Landscaping Supplement: A Closer Look
Melissa Toombs talks with Freelance Writer and Gardening Broadcaster, Steve Bradley, and quizzes greenkeepers across Britain and abroad on how they go about landscaping their courses. She also looks at the latest innovations in landscaping products.

36-37 Organic Fertilisers: Their Coming of Age
By Hugh Frost

38-40 Keep an Eye on Maintenance for Best Results
It goes without saying that ride on mowers, especially the cylinder models used on greens, tees, surrounds and fairways, must be well maintained and set up correctly to produce the optimum cut. This short article is a reminder of the basic checks and procedures necessary to maintain a machine that remains on cut from the beginning to the end of the season. James de Havilland reports

42 Have we got it right on Waste and Recycling?
David Mears reports

44-45 Portstewart Golf Club
Method used to Rebuild Old Bunkers and Build New Bunkers on Fairways and Greenside. By Bernard Findlay

46-47 Turf: A Growing Concern
By Tim Mudge

48-49 Every Drop Counts
By Adrian Mortram
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